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ABSTRACT

During this Modern Era, women are pursuing achievements in different sects. But when the question arises about the ritualistic approach towards religious activities, they are having lot of questions in their mind regarding their menstruation. Some women in the society were not ready to perform religious acts during their menstruation. This is a socio-religious problem within society. Our culture put forth the idea of menstruation of The Earth and Rivers and interopera ted it as a useful one for plenty of crops which is needful to survive the society. in this paper, I want to discuss the symbolism of menstruation of women with Rivers and The Earth ; which finally ends with the idea that ; it is a natural phenomena and people can have approach towards this as a useful reproductive system for women and do not consider women as inauspicious during her menstruation cycle. This paper also deals with the ecological approach towards menstruation of the Earth and Rivers.
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INTRODUCTION

From adolescent age, usually every girl experiences her menstrual cycle every month and it is a natural phenomena which plays an important role in giving birth to a child. From ancient times, during this menstrual phase ; woman is considered as impure and untouched. During these 4-5 days; they were not supposed to participate in any household duties, religious ceremonies etc.

Ayurved suggested rest for woman during these days but it is not meant to treat woman impure or inauspicious during this time, but this concept shows care for her. Unfortunately during the course of time, this concept became troublesome tradition for woman.

Ancient scholars mentioned that, during the first three days of menses, every woman has to follow the rules for her impurity. On the fourth day, after having bath, she can participate in her household work, worship of God and ancestors.

This concept of untouched during menses, emerged from the thought of cleanliness and it leads to give rest to woman during these day of menstruation.

If one doesn’t follow these rules, an obeisance have to observed by woman in form of a fast on the day of Rushi Panchami. This leads to show the gratitude and honour to seven sages and to get purified from Rajasvala Dosha.

In Indian folk tradition, as well as in Hindu religion; The Earth and the rivers are considered impure during their menses. The Earth and the rivers are considered as woman and symbolises the menstruation exactly as woman’s menstruation cycle. With reference to Sanskrit grammar, The Earth means पृथ्वी and the river means नदी considered as feminine words.

VEDIC LITERATURE

In Rigveda, (ऋग्वेद) The Earth is treated as Mother Goddess. The concept of The Mother Earth as the source of all plants, animals and human lives is perhaps the oldest and the most important concept from Indian tradition. Some rituals related with folk tradition also describe the symbolism of fertility of woman and the Earth. Hymn of Goddess Shree(श्री) represents the same idea. She is having wetness (Aardra-आर्द्रा) which leads to create mud and moisture
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which is necessary to sow seeds. Without wetness in land, no seed can able to germinate, and it is a necessary procedure to grow any crop in agricultural phenomena.

In Shreesukta (श्रीसूक्त) ; a guardian deity of the farmer means the Earth ( Shree ) is able to generate crops because of Mud (धमाशरस्त्र) and Moisture (कदाम).

OTHER TEXTUAL REFERENCES

A Sanskrit text related with agriculture named Krushi-Parashara (कृषि-पराशर) mentioned that at the end of Mruga (मुर्ग) constellation and in the first quarter of the next star i.e. Aadraa(आद्रा) The Earth reverberating with the sound of water is stated to be in “menstruation”. These three days must be avoided (for sowing). If at all a farmer going to his farm undertakes sowing he can never reap the fruit of his labour and hard time awaits him.

Devi Bhagvat (देवी भागवत) Stated that during the Ambuvachi (अम्बुवाची) period means menstruation period of the Earth; if any person dig the earth ; after his death he reaches to hell named krumidansh (क्रुमिधन्श) and suffered their badly for four Yugas.

All these references showed the importance of menstruation process of The Mother Earth for reproduction.

In India, rivers are also considered as women. They are not regarded only as merely a flowing mass of water but as life-bestowing and life nurturing protecting mothers. During monsoon, muddy redish water of river treated as menstrual blood of river. Religious texts related with Dharmastra (धर्मशास्त्र) warn against bathing the river in this particular period.(As they forbid men to have sex with woman who are menstruating)

Some religious texts mentioned that rivers who are considered as Nada(nाद)(Masculine) are not considered as rajasvala. Only feminine rivers are treated as menstruating means Rajasvala.

(Narayanan vasudha )wrote:- “When the Kaveri is swollen after the early monsoon rains, I have heard the resident of Shrirangam say “she was pregnant.” This is a wonderful celebration of her life-giving potential. The surging river rich with the monsoon waters, sweeps into the pains, watering the planted crops in the Tanjavur delta and giving birth to the food that will nourish the population.”

On the fest of Pattitam perukka, the eighteenth day in the Tamil month of Adi (July 15- August 14) all those who live on the banks of Kaveri in Tamilnadu, celebrate the rivers pregnancy craving ! In some families, the oldest woman throws a handful of colored rice to satisfy the Maccakkai (food craving during pregnancy) of the swiftly flowing Kaveri- as she hastened to the Lord’s House.

With consideration of mentioned references it is noticeable that menstruation of The Earth and rivers are symbols of menstruation of woman. It is a necessary natural phenomena for creation. The Earth and rivers are important natural elements from agricultural aspect also. Ambuvachi festival of The Earth is related with the menstruation of the Earth. Ambu means procreative water and bachi means to blossom. In folklore, it is considered that the Earth is capable to carry the womb of crop after the phase of ambuvachi only. Term Ambuvachi itself explains the ability to carry the womb as it symbolises the carrying capacity of woman.

When culture established on the banks of the river, people are dependent on river for their day to day life. Rivers fulfil the need of water of the society for different type of day to day activities. In monsoon, during heavy flood; people were not supposed to enter in river because it leads to an accidents and death accordingly. Here untouchability appears as a part of care of people.

Ancient experts of Hindu theology tried to take care of woman during her menstrual phase. When any woman is suffering from her menstrual days , husband forbidden to have sex with wife who are menstruating) because it is unhygienic and causes gynocological diseases for her. on the other hand, if this type of intercourse takes place it will not fruitful because the seed from the husband goes waste and wife could not able to fertile. This concept shows nothing but care for women.

This concept exactly reflects in the menstruation of the earth. If farmer sow seeds in heavy rain, it will not germinate; it flows with heavy water and the earth do not able to grow the crop. This symbolism between woman and the earth reflects the idea of fertility.

CONCLUSION

At the end, The mother Earth and Rivers symbolises as woman in reference of Rajasvava Dharma. It is clearly a procedure of reproduction within the Earth, Rivers as well as woman. In Indian tradition and folklore menstruation means phase of Ambuvachi is
celebrated as a festival of creation or reproduction. The Ambuvachi festival of Goddesses Kamaakhy treated as auspicious one. 19

As per this whole discussion, at the end; want to put forth the thought – Menstruation is nothing but necessary purification of woman’s body which helps her for better health. Every person have to respect her this capacity of creation of new life. From last many centuries The Mother Earth and Rivers are treated as woman with due respect though they are also suffering from menstruation every year. This symbolism of capacity of reproduction of The Earth and rivers treated auspiciously from different sectors of society and even from women. Just like the same without any hesitation in mind, every woman as well as all sectors of society try to respect the concept of menstruation of woman as it is a natural gift for her to give birth to new generation. Every woman should take care of herself during these crucial days of menstruation.
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